TREVELYAN COLLEGE JCR MINUTES

JCR Meeting
17th February 2019 6:30pm
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EXEC REPORTS
Grover: Please return glasses and pitchers to the bar.
Alistair: Dream scheme closed, check out the results online!
Jack: Voting for all the positions that have just husted are open until Sunday. Half colours nominations open
next Sunday, the constitutional review will be happening Wednesday, and nominations are opening on
March 3rd for the remaining tier 2 positions.

SUMMER BALL
Darcy: Josh, regarding your manifesto, it’s true that there are limitations on holding events in Trevs, but
hosting it outside of college will be more expensive, we need to know how to make it less expensive. Will
ticket prices go up?
Josh: Well, due to the new cobbles, fire safety and health and safety regulations, and the banning of
rides, it looks like hosting the summer ball in college is no longer feasible. The ticket price will stay
the same, including the coach, ENTs, and things at college. The only diﬀerence is the meal ticket.
The venue would seat 280, costing no more than £35 each, if we get more sales it would be
reduced. Therefore the overall cost would be £90, similar to most colleges. A weekend ball is also
quite good, for both attendance and ride costs.
Christian: Are you still planning to hold a meal in college? And at what point will a financial decision be
made?
Josh: It really depends on how many turn up. I think people would pay if we set the payment
deadline.
Sam S: Have you talked with the bar about this?
Grover: Essentially I’d just have to order less, the profits should essentially remain the same.
Christian: It is a risk, to ensure JCR funds won’t incur a large loss there needs to be a way to project
attendance in order to create a budget.
Josh: Well the popularity of the Charity Ball is a good indicator people are keen for events outside of
college.
Christian: What can you do to reassure the JCR?
Josh: There are areas where we can cut back costs, but I do admit it is a leap of faith, I’m not sure
how one could gauge it though.
Nat: The diﬀerence between Charity Ball and Summer Ball would be the distance.
Josh: The other colleges say it works, they’re back before 4am.
Jonathan S: If using the back lawn is an issue this would only cost £1500 to light, can you tell me what’s
happening with tech?
Josh: I’ve talked to Tom Webb about music, I’ve got bus quotes, ENTs prices will vary, and we won’t
need decorations, I just need to organise tech.
Student: Summer ball is a long night, is there anything at the venue for those who want to rest?
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Josh: There is a musicians green room, hopefully I could organise a welfare room and the venue
don’t seem bothered by people sleeping on sofas.
Mary: There has to be a set number of tickets sold prior to the ball in addition to those already sold to make
the budget that you're working with, what happens if not enough tickets are purchased?
Josh: I suppose the JCR would have to pick up the cost, it’s just a risk we have to take .
Christian: Any loss over £350 would have to go by the constitution, the JCR would have to vote on
this. Do you think the JCR would be willing to take up the costs in the vote?
Aiman: How many people do you need to come to the ball in order to not make a loss?
Alistair: If everyone goes to the meal, 180 additional tickets would need to be sold.
Fliss: Drinks will be more expensive at the venue, if people pre-drink this will cause a logistical issue.
Josh: *Explains how drink prices at the venue are a greater reflection of real world costs*
Kit: Would the external venue hire prices increase over time, does this cement us to being external forever?
Josh: It’s up to my successor.
Phoebe F: Is there any potential of subsidised tickets.
Josh: I don’t want anyone not to come for financial reasons, this could be discussed with the future
exec.
James B: Could we have a drinks tab to subsidise costs?
Alistair: No.
Lorna: Have you considered disabled access requirements?
Josh: The venue has good wheelchair access, I can discuss this more with you.
Jonathan S: Out of interest, does the meal subsidise the event hire?
Alistair: As far as I’m aware, it contributes to the event hire. As long as 280 buy the meal.
Nat: Could we do a motion to say the JCR accepts a loss of X amount?
Jack: I suppose.
Student: Does this benefit students only attending this summer ball?
Jeremy: Future years should benefit from this.
Dom: Many of the issues here are due to pricing, can we change the prices in future?
Grover: It’s worth bearing in mind in the future but not particularly relevant to this discussion.
Alistair: The specifics of the summer ball pricing are written towards January, with ENTs pass pricing is
determined in 3rd term.
Jack: When there is a roughly fleshed out budget, Josh I ask please that you present this to the
JCR.

BONDING MOTION
Mary: *Explaining the Bonding Motion* this essentially sets out money for the bonding trip that happens at
the end of the easter break. This already exist in the budget, the JCR just needs to approve it to happen.
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Nat: Do you want to clarify why its outside of college?
Christian: It allows the exec to really get to know each other, have blunt discussions, no
distractions, and basically have more eﬃcient meetings so the new Exec can hit the ground running.
You can’t really host this in Trevs.
Vote passes overwhelmingly.

VOTES
Bonding Motion passes.
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